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Our modern understanding of the soul concept (the philosophical theory of 
dualism: Plato, Neo-Platonists, Descartes, Malebranche, Ceulincx, Leibniz 
and, of course, Theology) is identical with the soul concept that pertained 
during the last stage of the ancient Egyptian civilization.  
 
It will be shown that this famous concept is in reality not a concept at all. It is 
the product of a combination of factors such as the peculiarity of the Old 
Egyptian script and the exploitation of an idea that sprang partly from 
misunderstanding and partly from forging age old texts. 
 
First of all it has to be made clear that the only ancient Egyptian word that 
came to mean soul is the word ba. The translators of the Egyptian script are 
guilty of having deceived humanity for almost two hundred years. Their 
translating the word ka as soul aims in creating the confusion necessary to 
justify their having characterized the Funerary Texts, the oldest texts of 
humanity, as magical incantations. 
 
The picture appearing below is from the Papyrus of Any (R.O.Faulkner’s book 
“Book of the Dead”). The legend reads: “Ani opens up his tomb and is then 
depicted walking from it, while his human-headed soul carrying a shen, 
symbol of eternity, flies protectively above him”. 
 



                            
 
The glyph of human-headed bird is the ideogram for the notion of ba and 
never for the notion of ka; and it ALWAYS reads ba. 

The great African stork, known as Jabiru,  is so much the ideogram for 

the term ba (bA) [the stroke over the glyph is indicative of an ideogram] 

as it is a phonogram; for example , bAk,  bak, servant ( = bA,  

= k, = mute ideogram) . 
 

The relationship that united the bird sign and the ba must have been purely 
phonetic because the meaning of the word ba did change dramatically with 
time while the bird sign was used during all periods of the word’s history.  
The first time that the term ba appears in writing is in the Pyramid of Unas 
where it occurs 14 times all in all: 

seven times   

one time  

one time ( the letter sign “b”  added for clarity, a very rare occurrence) 

one time  (determined by the glyph for the god,  thus signifying “divine ba”) 

three times in the plural , 

and one time  . 
 

The glyph , variations and , is phonetic ba. It depicts a cup perhaps 

used also as a lamp and later superseded in its use in the word ba by , a 
bowl for incense with smoke rising from it.   



The combination of the signs  and  in the writing of the word ba occurs 

very early, in the pyramids of Merenre , Pepi I , and Pepi II    

 . The symbol for the god (the falcon of Horus on a standard) is 
added because in the particular passage it is the god Re who is called a ba. 
 

In the Book of the Dead the word usually appears as , or the stork is 

replaced by the ram  the glyph of which is also phonetic ba.  
Ideograms do not necessarily signify the actual object depicted (the ideogram 
of the sun , for example, can be used in the sense of day) 

Both these glyphs ,  signify the notion of ba, whatever that notion 
may be.  
 
When to the word ba is added, as a determinative sign, the ideogram for the 

god , or  (note the human-headed bird) it is not the soul of the god 
that is meant but that the particular god is a guardian or caretaker. There is  
also a ba-caretaker who is not a god but a patrician (actually a “Living” a term used 

as an epithet of gods and aristocrats), , there is another ba-caretaker who 

is a common man , and yet another one who is regarded as a 

subhuman creature,  or  ,  
 
The sense of the term ba will become obvious to the reader from the 
passages to be cited. The two first ones, however, aim to show that our 
understanding of the concept of the soul is identical to that developed in the 
period of Middle and New Kingdoms in Egypt 
 

The Book of the Dead, Chapter 154 

 
Protect me behind you, O Atum, from putrefaction such as you 
reserved for all gods and goddesses, for all animals and reptiles, 

because they are perishable. 

Perished he after death , he went down when his soul departed

after he perished. 
 
                                                                                

                                              

     Sdi             kwi           m xt         =k        itm(w)                  
Protect          me         behind      you       Atum     
_________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



                                     
                    HwA                mi          nw            iri       =k      r          
(from) putrefaction      as        that       made    you    for             
_________________________________________________________ 
    

 

                                          
   nTr         nb            nTrt       nbt         r          awt           nb 
  god      every    goddess   every     for     animals      all 
 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

    

                                             

     r          dDt         nb                  sbyw                   tfy 
   for    reptiles      all         perishable ones       those 

         
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

                                              
     pri             bA      =f          m   xt           mt    =f      
departed      soul     his        after         died  he    
 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

                                                                
          hAi                                        =f            m xt            sbi        =f 
descended (to the Netherworld ?)  he         after      perished    he                 
descended (from the ferry ? )          he         after      traversed   he                 
                                                                                                the canal  
 

                                                                       (Wallis Budge, Book of the Dead, p. lxxxix, Ch.154.  
                                                                            Text by  Naville, Todtenbuch, Bd. I, Bl. 179, l. 3) 
 

The last clause is probably a remnant of some older passage because in the 
particular context makes no sense as you will realize from the translations 
following. 
On top of that, the clause His soul departed after his death if it 
occurred in the Pyramid Texts instead of in the Book of the Dead it could be 
read as: His guardian departed after he was found to be a 

subhuman one. 

 
Raymond Faulkner’s translation reads: “Take me after you (Atum). May I 

not become corrupt, being like that one who served you better than any 
god or any goddess, than any herds or any snakes who shall perish. 



May my soul ascend aloft after death; may it descend only after it 

has perished.” 
  
Faulkner may had been translating from some other copy of Chapter 154 
because some passages of the texts were to the ancient scribe almost as 
obscure as they are to the modern translator, and therefore he may not be the 
one responsible for the mistranslation. 
 
Peter Le Page Renouf, however, does translate from the text being quoted: 
 

I have been delivered, being thy follower, O Tmu, from the rottenness 
which thou allowest to come over every god, every goddess, every 
animal, every creeping thing which is corruptible. 
After his soul has departed he dies, and when it has gone down he 
decays;  
 

Gods and goddesses were regarded common human beings subject to death 
and putrefaction! 
  
    The second passage is found in a work of literature and has nothing to do 
with obscure archaic texts copied by ancient scribes who did not understand 
the texts they were copying. 
The Tale of Sinuhe is a narrative set in the aftermath of the death of Pharaoh 
Amenemhet I (~1991 – 1962 BCE). It was probably composed not long after this 
period but the earliest extant manuscript is from the reign of  Amenemhet III 
(~1842 -1797 BCE). 
  

Sinuhe was supposedly an official who overheard a conversation connected 
with the assassination of King Amenemhet I and as a result he deserted and 
went to live in a foreign country. As an old man he longed to return to Egypt 
and when after an invitation from the King he found himself in his presence, 
not knowing whether he was to be punished or not, he used a familiar 
expression to describe his agony:  

 

Papyrus Berlin 3022, ca 1800 BCE 

 

I was like a man lost in the dark, my soul departed my members 
were trembling, my heart was not in my body. I could not tell life 

from death. 

 

                                                     
   iw      =i       mi         s                itiw              m             axxw 
  was     I     like      a man        caught          by         darkness 

________________________________________________________ 
 

                                                       
       bA     =i             sbiw                   haw   =i                    Adw 
     soul    my      departed       members mine            trembled      



                                                      
    HAti      =i              n      ntf          m            Xt =i  
 heart   mine      not belonged       to      body mine 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

                                               

          rx           =i             anx           r               mt         
 (not) knew        I              life       from        death 

  
By 1800 BCE the term ba had already acquired the meaning of “soul” but the 
ancient Greek philosophers, who spread the idea to the West, visited Egypt 
more than 1,000 years later and by that time even the laymen in Egypt 
believed in the existence of souls. 
 
What was the meaning of the term ba by 2350 BCE? 
 
The very first time that the modern reader of the translation of the Pyramid 
Texts comes across the term ba, is in Utterance 223 § 215 written in the 
Pyramid of Unas 

 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 223 § 215  

 

                                                

             iit n              bA        =k                   wsir 
 (you) reached       Ba     yours,   (you), Osiris (Unas) 
    
 

                                            

        bA              im                  Axw 
        Ba        among          the pure ones 

          

The verb ii , come, in this case is used figuratively. Alan Gardiner provides 

the following example: 

 
 

                                

       ii.n         HD.n         =s            pAy          =s           rmn 
reached   destruction      she          these        her          sides 

 

“forthwith she spoilt her side (by ceasing to row)” is the interpretation of 
this clause by Alan Gardiner. 



 
J. Allen’s translation of the passage from the Utterance reads: You have 

come to your ba, Osiris, ba among the akhs 

 

R.O Faulkner’s translation reads: Come to your soul, O Osiris, O soul 

among the spirits. 

 
“Soul among the spirits”, “Ba among the akhs”!!! 

 
Rational interpretation 
 

You reached the rank of your superior, Osiris Unas, 
You, a superior now among the pure ones. 
 

The Ba was an official of some sort; a xnty snw =f, one at the head of his 

brothers as his usual appellation is. 
 

The man who was to be judged was under the command and the guidance of 
a Ba whose mission was to help the man go through the trial of the judgment 
successfully and was thought to act as a witness of defence. 
The following passage is from a text younger than the Pyramid Texts by 
approximately 1,000 years: 
 

The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Ch. 30b, pl. 3, line 21 

 

                                  
  iw         bA    =f               aHa          m            mtr            r   =f          
  is         Ba   his       standing      to         testify       for him 
 

R.O.Faulkners translation: His soul stands as a witness for him      
 

Please note the difference between the verb testify and the noun witness 
(from the dictionary of Mark Vygus): 
 

 
 
The Pyramid Texts are written in hieroglyphic but the Book of the Dead is 
written in hieratic which is transliterated into hieroglyphic and therefore 
differences between the various copies are to be expected. 
Either the Ba is standing as a witness or is standing to testify 
makes no difference.   



 
With regard to Faulkner’s translation: His soul stands as a witness for 
him, one realizes that the soul is his witness and therefore it is not the soul 

the entity being judged. So, who is he? 
The answer given to this question by the translators is: The dead man!  
This ridiculous answer comes easily to them, to the translators, because 
according to them... 
 
Miriam Lichtheim, (“Ancient Egyptian Literature Vol. II”, from the introduction 
to Part Three): 
 
It is evident that the Book of the Dead is a book of magic. 

 
R.O.Faulkner, (“The Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead”. Opening lines, 
Introduction): 
 
The Book of the Dead is the name now given to sheets 
of  papyrus covered with magical texts. 
 
They dared not, however, write that on this magical nonsense are based ALL 
today’s religions.  
 
In the Pyramid Texts the term ba occurs in 59 passages. Out of these only in 
one passage is the ba clearly stated to be something which is inside the man 
and that passage helps in understanding how it happened and the meaning of 
the word drifted so far off its path. 
It is imperative, however, that the original meaning of the term be established 
first! 
 
 The second passage (Utt. 215 § 144) containing the term ba reads, in Allen’s 
translation: 
 

You have been born, Horus, to Osiris, but have become more ba than 
he. 
 

Common sense prevents Faulkner from rendering the term  ba as “soul” so he 
translates as follows: 
 

You are born, O Horus, for Osiris, and you have more renown than 

he. 
 

The word ba in the original text, as shown right below, is the usual word 
written with the glyph of the stork. 
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 215 § 144 

 

                                                            

      msi             =k             Hr          n          wsir 
born are          you        Horus       to       Osiris     
______________________________________________________________________________________ 



 
 

                                    

     bA             n =k               r =f 
    Ba             you       more than he 
 

 

Worth mentioning is the passage in which the term ba is written with the 

ideogram for the cup  instead of with the one for the stork  (Utt. 262 § 
334) because we are informed by this passage that one could avoid the trial 
of the judgment if one had the means and the necessary... connections.  
  

James Allen translation reads: 
 
Look, Unis has come. Look, Unis has come. Look, Unis has emerged. 
Unis has not come of his own accord, a dispatch having come for 

him. 
Unis has passed by his ba’s house; the Great Lake’s wrath has 

missed him. 
 

Faulkner’s translation reads: 
 

Behold, I have come; behold, I have come; behold, I have gone up 
high, but I have not come of myself; there was brought a message 

which came for me.  
I have passed by my house of Danger (?), the striking power of the 
Great Lake has missed me. 
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 262 § 334 

 

                            The West is meant. Unas reached the West, the         

   m            wnis         ii         place where the “vindicated” go/arrive after their 

Behold,    Unas      arrived  judgment. 
                                                               Unas arrived at the place of the pure ones. 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 

                            

   m            wnis         ii                                                                             
Behold,    Unas      came                                                                
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

                                           prt m hrw  ,  

       m  =k             Wnis          pri       “Passing into the light” is the     

Behold, thou    Unas        passed   title of the Book of the Dead and it refers to   
                                                                                the passage from East to West which is also    

                                                               known as  prt m imnt “Passing to the West” 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 



                                        Unas did not report to the 

   n            iw    n          is          Wnis         Dsf       Hall of judgment himself. 
  not        came then    indeed       Unas       himself     
                        
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                                              A note in behalf of Unas was    

    ini          wpwt             iit               r =f      handed to the judging gods.         
arrived    message      that came    for him 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

                                                  Unas arranged with his 

    swA.n           Wnis      Hr           pr bA           =f      Ba for the note to be  
   passed          Unas       by        house of Ba     his   be sent to the judges.                                                                                                             
___________________________________________________________________ 
 

                                      As a result of the above  

    nhi  n             sw                 At              wr         Unas did not have to go  
   avoided            he          the estate      great   into the Great Estate   
                                                                        where the Hall of Judgment was obviously located. 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 
In a gloss Faulkner justifies his translating the phrase  pr bA, which literally 

means “house of the soul”, as “house of Danger” saying that in §§ 1930-31 
the house of the soul is a dangerous place which must be avoided. In 

those paragraphs (to be cited later on) he translates pr bA as “House of the 

Soul”. 
 

The renderings “Great Lake’s wrath” and “The Great Lake’s striking 

power are entirely unjustified. 
 
The following analysis of the terms involved shows that the text had already 
been forged in antiquity: 
 
The following is the sentence the Great Lake’s wrath has missed him as 
it occurs in the pyramid of Unas:  
 

                                    

       nhi  n           sw                At              wr 
    avoided           he               the At     the great    

 



If are taken to be two separate words with  depicting the head of 

an infuriated bull  (which is used as determinative sign in the word Dnd, 

meaning rage) and to be the ideogram exclusively of a lake, then 
we get Allen’s translation.  
 

                                                     
    nhi n           sw            Dnd                S                 wr  
avoided           he       the wrath     of the lake      the great  

 

If on the other hand the glyph  is taken to be the ideogram of the word 
power (Kraft, as translated in the relevant section of the “Worterbuch”, cited 
below)...  
 

 
 

...then we get Faulkner’s translation:  
 

                                                              

         nhi  n           sw            At                 S                 wr 
      avoided           he     the power     of the lake      the great  

 

Both of these renderings, however, have no relation whatsoever το the 
particular context.  
 
The signs , , and , are interchangeable. The following 
information comes from Alan Gardiner’s Grammar.  

Glyph : Ideogram, garden pool. “Not seldom”, writes Alan 

Gardiner, “interchanging in hieroglyphic with . Appears to be a 

sign for irrigated land”.  
 

Glyph : Ideogram, canal, channel filled with water.  

Glyph :  irrigation canal. Determinative irrigated land. “Early 

identical with, and clearly a mere differentiation of  ”.  
 
Please note that  is used as a determinative sign in the word tA, earth, 

land,   

 



In the pyramid of Teti, however, the sentence in question occurs written as 
follows: 
 

Teti                                                

                    nhy     n =f                  At                      wr(t) 
               avoided he             the estate             the great  

 
                                           

The term At  appears in the Wörterbuch as                      

 

 
 

The legends reads: Vielleicht für iA.t  “Ort, Stätte” 

Meaning: Perhaps it is about iA.t, “Ort” (place, village, town), 

“Stätte” (place).  
                                                              

The entry for the word iA.t  is the following: 

 

 
 

The comment reads:  
Ort, Stätte (besonders auch von heiligen Stätten. 

Place, village, town (especially for holy places). 
 
 

The glyph, iA.t, ,    also   ,     or just 

depicts a mound of earth with shrubs. It signifies holy place because it is the 
glyph used for the estates (fiefdoms) of the gods. Known variously as 

regions, portions, establishments, settlements, lands of the gods.  
 
Utterance 477 §961, in Faulkner’s translation, reads: 

 
The sky is given to you, the earth is given to you, and the Field of 

Rushes, the Mounds of Horus, , and the Mounds of 

Seth ; the towns are given to you and the nomes 

assembled for you by Atum. 
 

Allen’s translation: 



 

You have been given the sky, you have been given the earth, the Marsh 
of Reeds, the Horus Mounds and the Seth Mounds; you have been 

given the towns and the countryside has been joined together for you—
by Atum. 

 
Plato in his “Critias” (109b), writes:  
 
Sometime, the gods divided by lot, between themselves, the regions 
of the entire earth without quarreling….  

…and when they settled they were feeding us as herds, as possessions 
and cattle theirs; without using violence, as do the herdsmen when they 
take the herds to pasture ground hitting them…  
 
In a Sumerian Hymn to Enlil we read:  
 

Enlil, when you marked off holy settlements on earth.  
                                                                                                                (Hymn to Enlil, the All-Beneficent, line 65)  

 
From the Creation Epic (Enuma Elish):  
 

To the Anunnaki of heaven and earth had allotted their portions.  
                                                                                                                                                              (VI,46)  

All the gods apportioned the stations of heaven and earth. (VI,79)  
Gishnumunab, creator of all people, who made the (world) regions.           
                                                                                                            (VII,89)  
 

In the Akkadian myth “Etana,” it is the Anunnaki themselves who create the 
regions.  
Old Babylonian version, opening lines:  
 

The great Anunnaki, who decree the fate,  
Sat down, taking counsel about the land.  

They who created the regions, who set up the establishments.                       
                                                                                                 (ANET, pg.114)  

 
Deuteronomy 32:8  
 

When the Most High (El-yone) divided to the nations their inheritance, 
when he separated the sons of Adam, he set the bounds of the 
people according to the number of the children of God  

 
Paragraphs §§ 1930-31 mentioned above, where reference to the house of 
Ba is also made, occur in the pyramid of queen Neith (~2278–2184 BCE). The 
translation that follows is by James Allen (the lines in bold are the ones 
appearing in the word for word translation below): 

 
Beware of those people of yonder ba-house who are in charge of 
confrontation in their identity of textile-workers, lest they take 
your arm to yonder ba house. It is dangerous, it is painful: miss 

it, avoid it; you should miss it completely and avoid it completely. 



 
The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 666 § 1930e – 1931a 

 

                                                 

       sA              Tw                  rmT                 iptf                    
protect        yourself    from women           those 
 

The term rmT  with the determinative sign of the couple of humans 

means mankind. Here the determinative is only the glyph for the woman (her hair) :    
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
     

                                                           

     nt        pr            bA          pf         Hri.t              DAt 
    of      house     of ba       that     utmost    in rebellion 

______________________________________________________  
 

                                                       
   m          rn            sn             pw         n                     DAtt  
 in       identity     theirs        this        of          female rebels 

              name 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

                                          

   imi             =sn           ngrw                a =k 
  not            they         grab         hand yours 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

                                 

   ir          pr            bA            pf 
 in       house      of ba         that 

 façade of a palace, 

, called “serekh”. 
It was used as banner of gods 
and pharaohs before the use 

of the cartouche  
 

The only population known to consist solely of women was that of the Amazons; and they were rebels too! 
Faulkner translates as follows:  
 

Beware of those people of yonder House of the Soul who are terrible and 
hostile, in this their name of “Female Opponents” 
 

 Allen renders the word DAtt  as... textile workers!! 

DAyt also spelled DAt  depending on the determinative sign means either wrongdoing, opposition 

or robe. 
The conclusive sign is missing here. 
 



The determinative sign of the phrase “house of Ba” is the depiction of the 
façade of a palace. 
 

The hieroglyphic uses metaphors (naming a person a star, for example) but 
can sustain no philosophical inventions such as allegorical 
interpretation.  Faulkner would have liked very much to present the body of 
the man as the house of the ba  but the text is adamant: the House of 
the Ba is a mansion, a palace! 
 

The Ba lives in a mansion because he is... first among equals. 
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 468 §904                                                  

 
 You shall become ba as the living star at the fore of his 
brothers. 
 

                                        

   bA       =k          sbA       anx            is          
  Ba       you      star     Living      indeed 
_____________________________________________                                      
 

                      

    xnt(y)                snw               =f 
at the fore   of brothers          his 
 

The same passage without the star addition: 
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 665B §1914a 
 

Ba indeed [you are] at the fore of the Livings 
 

                                                            
           bA              is              xnt(y)                    anx( w)   
          Ba         indeed     at the fore         of the Livings 
 
The term “Living” is an epithet of the gods; it does not signify “living one” as 
opposed to a “dead one”. 
  
So, how did it happen and the term naming the rank of an official ended up 
naming a non-existing immaterial entity?  
In the Egyptian language there are some strange expressions as those 
appearing right below: 
 

                                                               

    Srt =k                n=k                   Hrw          
Nose yours    belongs to you,       Horus                        



 
 

                                          

      xpS =k             n=k             Hrw 
arms yours  belong to you,    Horus 
 
 

                                                     

    Hnn                =k n=k               Hrw 
 phallus     yours belongs to you,    Horus 

 
The judgment was supposed to “reconstruct” the man and thus transform him 
into a god. 
Not even the gods could be recognized as pure-blood gods without having 
been verified as true gods by the process of the judgment. 
Horus, for example, had been accused as being not a pure god and had to go 
through the trial of the judgment in order to re-establish his divine purity. 
 
The man or the god arrived at the Hall of judgment as a non-god and 
departed from the Hall either as a god or died as a subhuman animal. He was 
therefore supposed to be transformed from man to god by having all parts of 
his body substituted by parts of god’s body. 
 
In Utterance 539, written in the pyramid of Pepi I, 26 parts of the body of the 
Pharaoh are cited as having been taken from various gods. Thus the penis, 
for example, was that of Apis. But mention is made also of some Bas: the 
lower legs of the Pharaoh are said to be those of the two Bas who were the 
foremen in some place by the border of the gods territory and the toes of the 
Pharaoh are said to be those of the Bas, the gods, the superiors, of 
Heliopolis. 
xxx 
Eventually, it happened and the Ba was mentioned in an expression such as 
those mentioned above: 
 
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 422 §753 
 

                                   

  bA          =k           n  =k   
 ba         yours      belongs to you    

 
Your Ba belongs to you.  Nothing abnormal or novel about that! 

But they added: Inside of you! 
 

 



                                           

  bA       =k          n  =k           m - Xnw       =k 
 ba      yours   belongs to you    inside of      you 
 

The Ba was usually mentioned as a power which, as a superior, was above 
the man. He was also mentioned as a power at the side of the man, standing 
by the man, since the Ba was functioning as his caretaker. What was missing 
(which the simultaneous action of various factors present in the Egyptian 
context provided), was of the Ba to be mentioned as a power inside the man.  
 
How did it actually happen for the first time? We may never know but it is 
rather easy to imagine: 

 

You have the power of a Ba 
           The power of the Ba is inside of you. 
           The Ba is inside of you. 
 

That is the story of the birth of the famous concept of the soul. 
It appeared for the first time in writing in the reign of Pepi I ca. 2300 BCE. 
Ample time for the idea to spread so that it could, 2,000 years later, be 
communicated so much to the West (by means of the idealist ancient Greek  
philosophers), as to the East (by equally guileful idealist philosophers).  
 


